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INTRODUCTION

The development to date of ablating heat shield materials has
made it possible for vehicles to reenter the earth's atmosphere at
speeds up to 36,000 f'eet per second.

In the not too distant :future,

heat shields capable of' withstanding the heat loads generated at
speeds corresponding to return :f'rom an interplanetary mission (up to
50,000

feet per second) will be required.

Since the heating rates

increase dramatically as speed is increased from 36,000 to 50,000 1'eet
per second, (according to ref. 1, for V < 36,000 ft/sec, ~OT«
for 36,000

< V < 50,000 'ft/sec, <trOT

ex:

y3·15,

v15 •45 ) an interplanetarr return

vehicle will require a highly efficient thermal protection system. in
order to confine the heat shield weight to a JJl.8Jl88eable level (i.e.
less than approximately 35 percent of total reentry weight).
The carbon phenolic materials, probably the most promising
ablation materials in existencetoday,have a demonstrated ability to
form and retain a high strength, high temperature char
char

l~er,

· The

l~er.

by virtue of its ability to yithstand temperature in the

neighborhood of 50000 R or more, contributes to the efficiency of the
heat shield by:
(2)

(1)

reradiating heat at rates up to 1000 Btu/rt2-sec,

lowering the convective heat input by reducing the temperature

difference across the boundary l~er (1.e,

Taw - Tv

)1

(3)

reducing

the heat conducted to the virgin ablator ij1 virtue of its low thermal
conductivity, and

(4) in extreme temperature applications by

subliming and thereby absorbing additione.l heat.

Thus, char

l~er

integrity is the key to a high performance thermal. protection material.

- 5Al.though the carbon phenolic materials exhibit char retention
properties which are superior to those of other materials, they suffer
from a serious problem of spallation.

Spal.lation is a process by

which large pieces of char "pop off" the heat shield in an apparently
random fashion.

When spallation occurs it reduces the efficiency of

the ablator and large mass losses are incurred.

The purpose of this

thesis is to obtain a better insight into the nature and causes of the
spallation phenomenon and to suggest a technique to substantially
reduce the level of spallation.

- 6V.

LITmATURE REVIEW

The phenomenon ·of spallation in charring ablators is a topic on
which surprisingly little has been wr1 tten.

Aside from the ana.lTais

presented by Scala and Gilbert (ref. 5) the principal analysis is
1
that of Mathieu • This thesis dif'f'ers :from the first mentioned
analysis principally in that the author rejects the :f'orm of' the
momentum equation used by Scala and Gilbert.

The reasons :f'or this

are given in the text, but it is worthwhile to note here that the
interna.l pressure distribution which Scala and Gilbert obtain has a

max1m.um at same point in the char.

Physically, thia M&nl that the

:f'lov model they postulate requires pyrolysis gases to travel against
a pressure gradient until the ma.xi.mum pressure location is reached.
Since the gases have a negligibly small initial velocity, this :f'lov
model does not appear consistent with reality.

Thia contrasts with

the result obtained in this thesis, namely a favorable pressitre
gradient at every point in the char.
Mathieu, although apparently using the proper form of' the
momentum equation, concerns him.self primarily with a shear removal
mechanism (it is to be noted that carbon phenolic ablators f'orm
strong chars which are highly shear

resi~tant).

In neither of the above mentioned
considered to be as low as the values

~sea

me~fUred,

is the permeability
and reported herein.

~thieu, '.R. D.; Theoretical Analys:!@ for the Mechanical
Spallation of a Typical Charring Ablator ~ng Reentry. R63SD53
General Electric Missile and Space D1vis;lon, Dec. 1963.

- 7 ..
In addition, neither author considers the effect of a varying
permeability,
Finally, it should be noted that the literature does contain a
hypothesis not yet mentioned.

This hypothesis

2

states that as

pyrolysis gases now through the hot char, they crack and deposit
carbon on the char skeleton.

This deposition of carbon causes a

blockage of now and a consequent spallation.

To the author's best

knowledge, this "cracking" hypothesis has yet to be proven.

The

present analysis suggests that, rather than by cracking of hydrocarbons, the permeability reduction occurs by a process of solid
particle entrapment.

This explanation appears the more logical to

anyone who has worked with charred ablators and has seen the copious
amounts of "coal dust" which are characteristic of these materials.

2

Robbins, D. L.; Thermal Erosion of Agl.ative Materials,
ASD-TR-61-307, Aerojet General Corp., 1962,
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

frequency· factor, 1/sec
specitic heat at constant pressure, »tu/lbm
activation energy, cal./mol
local gravity vector, tt/sec2
reference gravitational coutant,

tt/a.J!

parameter defined in equation 14
heat of pyroly'Si&, Btu/lbm
permea.bility, tt2
K

0
theral. conductivity, 'Btu/tt2 -sec- R/tt
2
mass now rate per unit area, lb./tt -sec

molecular weight, lbm/1b mol
n

experimental.ly determined exponent in (equation (8))

p

porosity

p

2
pressure, lbt/tt
heating rate, Btu/tt2 -sec

R

universal gas constant, l545.3g ft-lbt/lb :mol

°R

0

universal gas constant, 1.1038 cal/:mol R

s

surface distance measured tram hemisphere-cone tangent
point (tig. 2(a))

t

time, sec

T

temperat ure, OR

v

speed, 'f:t/sec

w

weight, lbt

x

distance measured from. inte~e, tt (see fig.

4)

- 9 \I

vector differential operator

Z

distance defined in figure 2(a)

6c

char thickness, ft

p

mass density, lbm/tt3

p

apparent density, lbm/rt3
2
viscosity, lbf-sec/tt

µ

Subscripts:
av

&d.iabatic wa.ll

c

char

g

gases

i

interf'ace

0

virgin materia.1.

p

plastic

TOT

total

y

wall
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F\JLL-SC.ALE MATERIAL TF.STS

Since spallation appears to be a phencmenon which takes place
primarily on large models (as opposed to arc jet models which are
norme.lly 1 to 3 inches in diameter), there are tew ground f'acilitiea
in which it can be obaerYecl.

One such f'acility is the General Electric

Company's Malta Teat station at Malta, K.Y.

The Pit

4- f'acility at

Malta consists of a 26,000 pound thrust rocket engine which has a
shockless :flow nozzle vi.th an exit diameter of' 15 inches,

The heat

shield model is mounted on a water-cooled JIK)del holder which hold.a the
model in a vertical position.

The engine is mounted in a 11mbal.

arrangement which allows the test conductor to initiate and tel"llinate
engine ignition and shutdown in a 11 model of'f'' po11tion.
NoJDinal run conditions for the Pit 4 facility are as f'ollovs:
Oxidizer/tuel ratio

2.00 lb J,b
ml .... •

Maas :flow rate

115 lbm/aec

Combustion chsllber pressure

540 psia

Model stagnation pressure

147 psia

Exit Mach number

2.86

M8Z1mum stagnation temperature

5300° F

Figure 1 shows the Malta Pit 4 facility.
For the purpose of' evaluatine; their +elative performance, three
carbon phenolic materials were tested in the Malta Pit 4 enviromaent.
The materials and their f'ormulations are @hown in Table I.

- 11 TABLE I.- COMPARISON OF MATERIALS
Material

Reinforcement

Resin

NARMCO 4028

50 percent 1/4 inch
carbon fibers

50 percent phenolic

:IAmCO 4o88

64 percent 1/4 inch
carbon fibers

36 percent phenolic

NAR!i£0 4o88-l

64 percent 1/4 inch
carbon fibers

36 percent filled phenolic
(6-10 percent carbonaceous
filler by wt)

The materials described above were molded into conventional
Pacemaker configuration heat shields (see fig. 2(a)).

The Pacemaker

0

configuration is a spherically blunted 10 half-angle cone having an
overall length of 13-1/2 inches and a base diameter of l.0 inches.
The stagnation point heating rates on

thee~

modele (cal.cu.lated on

the basis of measurements made previously at Malta) was 1700 Btu/tt2sec.

The measured heating rate and pressure dietrib\ltions on the

conical portion of the models are shown in figure 2(b).
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the models under test.

The pockmarked

surface produced by the spallation process should be noted.
observations

may

be made from these photographs, notably:

Several
(1) The

spalled pieces of char leave the surface with considerable velocity;
this enables them to travel normal to the flow for several inches
before they are swept away.
release of gases. (3)

(2) The

spall~tion

is accompanied by the

These gases appear to have high particle

concentrations since they are visible in

t~e

photographs.

Although

not apparent from the photographs shown in figures 3(a) and 3(b) 1
the author has made these additional obsel'Vations based upon examination

- 12 -

of the films.

(ll-)

Spalled particles emanating from the hemi-

spherical nose are smaller in size and occur more :f'requently than
those emana.ting from the conical portion of the model.

{5) There

appears to be a "spallation front" which, although not always well
defined, moves, with time, toward the base o:f' the conical section.
(6)

Spallation can and does take place in areas which have previous1)"

undergone spalling.

(7) There exists a pronounced difference

between the rates at which the di:f':f'erent materials spall.

Moat notably,

NARMCO 4o88-l spalls approximately 1-1/2 times as often ~• doea

4o88, while the 4o28 material spalled the least o:f' the three materials
tested.

- 13 VIII.

ANALYSIS

The photographs shown in figures 3(a) and 3(b) imply that
spallation results from a buildup of internal pressure within the
char; this culminates in failure of the char and release of the gases.
According to reference 2 the pyrolysis of phenolics under extremes of
pressure (to at least 6o atmospheres) occurs at essentially the same
temperature as pyrolysis under atmospheric pressure.

Assuming this

is true, the problem is to determine the pressure drop across the
char and identify those conditions which cause the pressure drop to
increase to the point at which spallation occurs.
The momentum equation for now through a porous nw.trix is given
by Darcy's Law (ref. 3) which

may

be written as

(1)
where
g

0

g

is the local gravitational vector (i.e. directed downward),

is the reference gravitational constant, and k is the

permeability of the porous medium.

The second term on the right hand

side of equation (l) represents static head and, for the purposes of
this paper, is negligible.
Reference 3 mentions the equation

as an alternate expression of Darcy's Law.

This form, however,

indicates that in the absence of a pressure gradient or static head,
either a permeability gradient or a viscosity gradient is a su:fficient

- 14 condition for flow.
realistic.

On an intuitive basis, this is not physically

Furthermore, to the author's best knowledge, there is no

experimental evidence reported in the literature to substantiate this
form.

With these arguments in mind, equation (1) has berm used for

this analysis.
At this point, ve m.uat refer to the one-dimensional model of the
pyrolyzing ablator shown in figure 4.

In this model of the ablator,

there are three separate and distinct zones.
f'irst zone is virgin p1astic.
is pyrolyzed.

The material. in the

In the second zone, the vil'&in p1asUc

The third zone contains char and pyrolya:ta gases.

The continuity equation f'or this model may be written aa (ret. 3)

p

op

dt +

...

V • pV

=0

(2)

where p, the porosity, is the ratio of the void volume in the char
to the total volume of' the char.

By

considering the virgin plastic

as being composed of an irreducible, iner1; char skeleton tilled with
pyrolyzable material, ve 1llAY' write
(3)
where

pc

and pg are the mass

densiti~flJ

of the irreducible char

and the pyrolyzable material, reapectiveq, and pp is the apparent
density of the plastic
volume).

By taking

(i.e.,instantaneo~p

mass divided by initial

the partial derivati"'I@ of' equation (3) with

respect to time, we obtain

- 15 (4)
where the derivatives at the constant teras p and p are eqU&l
c
to zero. Upon substitution ot equation (4) and insertion ot the
proper subscripts, equation (2) become•
(5)

Combining equationa

(1) am (5) am incorporating the equation

ot state
(6)

yields

(7)
Friedman, in reference 31 pre1ent1 a •thod which perJlits the
wrol.yaia reaction to be repreaented by the Arrhenius equation·

!... dW

""w0 rt•
where

w0

A.

(w .. wc)n e. AF.~

(8)

w0

is the initial weight ot virgin •terial,

We

is the

weight ot char remaining a.tter complete pyrolfaia and A, n and
are

experim.entall~

determined. constants.

r

E:umination ot equation (8) nnreal.s that, 1ince the rate ot
pyrolfaia i1 dependent upon the

inatan~•

pyrol.yzable material, pyrol.y1i1 will

oc~

weight traction ot

at some IJll&ll finite rate

in the zone shown in figure 4 aa the char layer.

In the presence of

- 16 a strong temperature gradient, however, the density profile will
approximate that shown in figure 4 and result in a reasonably well
defined interface with negligible pyrolysis rates in the char 1&¥er.

In this analysis, we

•hall take the interface as the origin for the

x coordinate, w1 th x increasing in the direction of the virgin
•teria.l as shown in figure 4.

Equation ( 8) ~ be rewritten on a

per unit initial volume basis as
1 dp
- --~=
at

A

Po

(P --Pc)

n

e

Po

-AE~

(9)

and incorporated into equation (7)
(10)

For the one-dimensional model, this can be
-

-==rP~=-J
ax
Mk

dP

f.ll\'.L'

OD

rewritte~

-P-P_c )n
PA
o
(p e

-

0

I.

•
dx=-m.

-AE1~

gi

0

(11)

AJJ stated previously, it has been assumed that

1

-8 c -

0

p

°

A

(P -P)n
p0

c

e

, ,_,

-AE11LV--

•
dx=m
88

•
-m

gi

c

=0·

(12)

If' it is assumed that thermal gradients dominate in the char
lqer and diffusion within the char is neglected, then the temperature
distribution (through the char 1&¥er) mq
\ T .. T

T =Ti+ Ly!!*

~ I,

~ ~l

+ !!*)

where the surface of the char is at x

~e

written as (see ref. 5)

-x/8

c -

l

:J

= - 8c and

(13)

- 17 -

H*

where

=

(

w - w~
ow ~]cp
o

J

(14)

eff

Hp

is the heat of pyrolysis and C
is the effective
Peff
specific heat of the gas-char medium •

.

The mass flow rate of gases, m , is related to the char thickness,
gi
8c' by- (ref. 4)

mgi 8c = (Kcp )

ln (1 + H*).

eff

(15)

Now, rewriting equation (11) and substituting equatton (15),
;yields

l

p

P

w p dP

i

1-1

=-

o

(~)
cP

(16)
eff

which integrates to

For equation (17) 1 the temperature, T, is given by equation (13).
The quantity,

µ/M,

may

be approximated from the method of reference 6

provided the constituent gases are known as a function of temperature.
For the present study, the component gas :fractions were obtained from
an equilibrium chemistry program (ref'. 7) gased upon the empirical
chemical formula of the NARMCO 4028 ablatar.
Equation (17) was integrated using a digital computer, for five
different combinations of' assumed wall and interface temperatures.
The results, plotted in figure 5, show the :following:

(1) a favorable

- le pressure gradient exists at all points in the char layer; (2) interface
temperatures have little effect on the pressure at the interface; and,
(3) the internal pressure increases with increasing wall temperatures.

The effect of increasing temperature, however, is not sufficient
to account for the spallation phenomenon since, in ground tests,
temperatures equilibrated rapidly while the "spalling front" moved,
with time, down the length of the test cones.

Furthermore, the effect

of large wall temperature changes (3500°-5000° R) does not substantially increase pressure.

A reexamination of equation (17) shows

that the only other means of producing large internal pressures is
somehow to vary the permeability.

Figure 6 presents the internal

pressure as a function of char permeability.

From this figure it is

apparent that for a sufficiently low perineability, the char can spall
regardless of wall or interface temperature.
Consider the following hypothesis:

as pyrolysis occurs, small

particles of carbon are carried out of the reaction zone by the
escaping gases.

These particles, in traveling through the porous

char matrix, become entrapped, causing the permeability of the char
to decrease with time.

Since the rate of gas production is a

function of heating rate, it may be

expee~ed

that the rate of

entrapment of particles will also be a function of the heating rate.

- 19 IX.

COMPARISON OF HYPOTHESIS WITH OBSERVATIONS

The preceeding hypothesis, if true, must explain the observations
described in the section on Full Scale Model Tests.

Observation (3)

indicated that the pyrolysis gases at the interface did, indeed, have
high particle concentrations.

Observation (4)

may

be attributed to

the very high heating rates experienced on the hemisphere.

The high

heating rates cause high blowing rates and rapid blocking; this
causes the char to spall betore it becomes very

thick~

Since heating

rates are higher on the hemisphere than on the conical section,
spalling occurs more frequently there.

The "spallina tront", noted in

observation (5), can be explained as a line of constant peme&bility
where permeability is given by an expression such as
k

= k - J t f(m) dt
0

0

The movement of the "spalling front" is, then, due to decreasing
heating rates (with distance} and increasing time.

Observation (6)

serves to point out that spallation result@ from a continuous
phenomenon, such as has been hypothesized, rather than a phenomenon
associated with

s~

the original condition of the ablator surface.

Observation (7) adds real weight to the hypothesis.

Note thfa.; N.ARMCO

4o88-l differs from 4o88 only in that it 1l4s a filled resin (i.e., the
resin contains carbon or graphite

particl~@).

The filler particles at

the time of pyrolysis have little structural or chemical affinity for
the char :forming about them; and under the hypothesis they act as

.. 20 ..

built-in contaminants which block the char.

The high spalling rates,

characteristic ot N.ARtl}O 4o88-l, thus, bear out the hypothesis.

- 21 -

X.

PEmtEABILITY TESTS

In order to establish that permeabilities are sufficiently low
to cause high internal pressures and that the permeability of the
char changes with time, measurements of char permeability were made.
These tests employed hal..t'-inch diameter specimens of char,removed
f'rom each of the three nose cones.

Char· specimens were taken at

varying distances f'raa the rear of the cone in order to determine
whether a variation of permeability with distance existed.

The

apparatus used to measure permeability is shown in figure 7.
In practice, use of the permeability test appa.rat\US is quite
simple.

The sample to be tested is positioned at the outlet of the

high pressure chamber.

Air, at a. controlled pressure, undergoes a

pressure drop in passing through the specimen and another preaeure
drop in passing through the f'l.ov meter and out to the atmosphere.

Prior to testing, the pressure drop a.cross the f'l.ovmeter is measured
as a tunction of f'l.ov rate.

These data

~

the downstream pressures in subseqent tests.

then used to determine
The permeability measure-

ments are made by varying the upstream (high) pressure from O to
100 psig in increments of 5 and 10 psi and recording the
for each pressure.

now

rate

Upstream. and downstream temperatures were also

measured but the differences proved to be insignificant (2° to 3° F).
Darcy's l&Y (in the ;form of eq. 11) mIJ.Y be integrated at constant
temperature.· and wr1 tten as

.

m

-

~ = ..!!...6P
avg

i-µRT

- 22 ..

where

T

is the char thickness.

Plotting the quanti t7 ~
-

Tµ1£ •

f'unction of' AP provide• a curve whose slope-is

p&Yg

aaa

Since

"slip flow" has been found to occur at low pree11Ure grac11ents, the
&QaI>totic limit of the &lope should be uaed to determine peiwabUitJ'.

A tJ"PiCal. plot of permeability teat data 11 lhown in figure 8.
Figures 9-11

show thew.sured

pexwbillties aa a function ot

distance :trc::a the rear surtace of' the cone.

On •ch figure the

approximate location ot the "apal.ling front" i1 noted.
in

spalled area.a is too thin to be teated, the

spec~

Sinoe tbe ehar

taken trca

location• forward ot the "spalling :tront" were t&Qn troa \Dl8P&lled
area.a.
In the area.a a:tt

ot the "apal.1ing f'ront" 1 the

bili ties all show a pranounced trend.

The

11M8\lred

»ermee.-

permeabil1 t7 cau be nen

to drop, very- abarpJ.7 1 aa the "IP&lling front" 11 approached. All
specimen• remaved traa location• :t'onrard of the

11

ap&l.11q front"

exhibit higher permeab111t1ee than would be expected troll an
lation o:t' the data trend a:tt o:t' the front.

e~trap:>

'rh11 higher perseabU1tJ'1

in :tact, explain• 1fh1' t-, did not lp&ll. '1'he 4ata, hovft'er, do not
indicate vey the1e locations ha4 such high permeabili tie1. A cloee
examination of the no1e cone• in the areu trca which tbe1e mpec:1Mn1
were taken revealed Jll&D1' minute crack.a in the char.

that these crack.• prcwi4ed the PJl'O].ysia

It would appear

sa••• a low prea1ure drop path
-

to the surface and thereb7, retarding tAe oloSSing process lo'C&l.1.7.
It ii intereatiDg to note that upon repuiDing the ''°°o R
curve of figure

6 one t1n41 that the1e materi&l.1

pre••urea ot 1000 to 3000 p•i betore epal.li:ac.

dwelop internal

- 23 Thus, having established that the spalling is caused by
occlusion o:f the char and a resultant pressure buildup, the following
in:ference can be made:

(1)

At least in high heating rate areas, the

occlusion o:f the char should produce a noticeable increase in sur:face
temperature, locally.

Since the reduction in permeability causes a

reduction in :flow rate of the pyrolysis gases, the amount o:f heat
blocked by transpiration of these gases will be reduced.

This

reduction in heat blockage will result in higher local net heating
rates and a consequent increase in surface temperature.
this in:ference, the :films were reexamined.

Having made

Figure 12 shows

this phenomenon and add, further, to the evidence indicating
occlusion of the char with time.
will alleviate spalling.

(2)

Control o:f the char permeability

The molding process used to fabricate the

Malta test nose cones produced a preferred fiber orientation.

In

the as-molded state, the majority of fibers lie in planes parallel
to the local surface.

This fiber arraagement produces the minimum

permeability configuration.

I:f, instead, the :fibers were oriented

so that they lay in planes normal to the sur:face a dual bene:fit should
accrue.

First, this fiber arrangement is conducive to higher

permeabilities, and second, the resultant char is less resistant to
cracking and, hence, has a greater ability to relieve internal
pressures.

By molding a cylindrical billet and then machining a

nosecap from the billet, it is possible to get this selective
orientation.
planes

Two di:f:ferent nosecaps with :fibers oriented primarily in

perpendicular to the axis o:f

rot~tion

have been tested, one

at Mal.ta and one in flight on the Pacemaker vehicle.

Both nosecaps

- 24 show spalling in the areas where the fibers are parallel to the
surface, but none in those areas where the fibers are nearly normal
to the surface.

This techniqe, then, has provided at least a

partial solution to the spallation problem.

- 25 XI.

CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing analysis has resulted in the following conclusions:
1.

The spallation of the carbon phenolic materials, as

witnessed in the Malta Pit 4 tests, results from internal pressure
buildup within the char layer.
2.

The pressure increase within the char is caused by contami-

nation of the porous char which, in turn, causes a decrease in
permeability and a consequent increase in the pressure drop across
the char layer.

3.

The spallation process can be alleviated by selectively

orienting the reinforcing fibers so that they are alined in planes
normal to the local surface.

4. The fiber orientation most conductive to spaJ.ling is that
which orients the fibers so that they lie in the plane of the surface.
Molding processes appear to produce this type of orientation.
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Test model configuration.

Figure 2.- Full-scale test arrangement.
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(a)

Particles.

Figure 3.- Models under test.
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Figure 12.- Hot spots resulting from blockage of transpiration gases.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE SPALLATION
OF CRABON PHENOLIC ABLATORS
By

Brian J. O'Hare
ABSTRACT

The phenomenon of spal.lation, a process by which pieces of char
"pop off" a heat shield, has been investigated as it occurs in carbonreinf'orced phenolic ablators.

Spallation is shown to be the result

of a pressure buildup within the char.

This pressure increase results

from occlusion of the char and the consequent blockage of now.

By

selective fiber orientation, the spal.lation process can be alleviated.

